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Who is this booklet for?
This booklet contains general advice and exercises to do at home to
help you to become more active.

It’s not unusual for a hospital visit or a new
diagnosis to prompt you to look again at the
role of physical activity as part of your daily
routine.
It’s never too late to increase the amount you do and feel the
benefits. Small increases in activity, particularly for older people, can
quickly improve your fitness.
Increasing the amount of exercise you do will bring a range of
benefits, not only to your general health. You are also likely to
experience:
• improved sleep
• a more steady, healthy weight
• fewer problems with stress
• easier participation in activities that are important to you.
This booklet details a number of exercises that can be carried out
when you are sitting in your armchair. There are exercises to work
on flexibility, strength and stamina. Stamina is your ability to keep
on doing an activity.
There is also guidance on how to develop the exercises to make
them more challenging.
They are designed to help you start to get moving a little more.
Remember – it’s really important to build up gradually.
Pay attention to what you feel in your body. Some of the
exercises might make you breathe a little heavier and feel
	a little warmer, but a good general rule is that you should
still be able to hold a conversation whilst exercising.
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Where can I find out more?
More exercises for older people can be found online. Generation
Games in Oxfordshire have developed a series of exercise videos to
practise at home. Visit their page at
www.generationgames.org.uk for more information.
Local exercise classes can also be a good way to meet like-minded
people and to help you get into a routine. Contact your local leisure
centre for activities near to you, or speak to your local branch of
AGE UK.
Visit www.ageuk.org.uk/information-advice/health-wellbeing/
exercise

What if I struggle to stay motivated?
It can be difficult to exercise regularly if you are not used to it. You
might find it helpful to:
• Do your exercises at the same time each day, for example first
thing in the morning. Research shows that this is the best way to
get into good habits.
• Set yourself reminders on your calendar or in your diary.
• Talk to friends and relatives about your exercise routine and ask
them to encourage you.
• Give yourself healthy rewards if you keep to your plans and tell
people about your success.
• Be kind to yourself if you do not always keep to your plans.
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How to use this booklet
You will see the following symbols throughout the booklet:
Step by step instructions explaining how to perform the exercise

The reason the exercise is important for you

Top tips

How much should I do?
Ideally you should practise these exercises every day. You may prefer to
practise in smaller activity chunks, for example arm exercises in one session
and leg exercises in the next.

How do I know when to stop exercising?
If you are not used to being physically active, it is normal to experience some
muscle soreness after doing a new activity. This discomfort will reduce as you
become more accustomed to the activity. Worsening symptoms may be due
to increasing activity too quickly; try reducing activity levels a little and then
gradually increase them again more slowly.
Dizziness, sickness or excessive tiredness are signals to stop exercising and
wait for symptoms to settle. Warning signs to seek urgent medical attention
include blacking out, chest pain, or excessive shortness of breath.
The most important thing is to start small and build up
gradually. During the first 2-3 months of increasing your physical
activity it may be helpful to be active with other people.
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Seated tummy exercise
Move your bottom forwards a small distance from the
back of the chair. Your feet should be flat on the floor, hip
width apart.
	Sit up tall from your lower back, lifting your chest up.
	In this position try also pulling your tummy button
in towards your spine – this engages your abdominal
muscles.
	Let your tummy relax and try again, but this time pulling
in only a small amount. You should try and achieve this
small contraction when practising the exercises.

	This helps to strengthen your body and improve your

posture when sitting.
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Leg marches
Sit up, away from the back of the chair.
		Holding onto the sides of the chair, start marching your
legs at an even and controlled pace.
		

Keep going for up to 2 minutes.

Need more?
✔	Add in an arm swing.
You might find this exercise starts to make you feel a bit
warmer and breathe a little heavier. You should still be
able to hold a conversation.
	

 his helps to strengthen the muscles on the front of your hip.
T
These are important for lifting your legs, for example when
climbing stairs. Keeping moving for a couple of minutes will
also help improve your circulation and stamina.
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Ankle flexibility
Place both feet flat on the floor.
	Keeping your heels on the floor, lift your toes as high
as you can. Lower them back to the floor, then lift both
heels.
	Continue alternating between toes and heels, at a steady
and even pace. Work through the full range of movement
of your ankle.
Do 2 sets of 10.

 his helps to improve flexibility of your ankle, which is
T
helpful when getting up from a chair and going up and
down stairs. It is also good for the circulation in your legs.
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Heel taps
Sitting up towards the front of the chair, step your foot
forwards to tap your heel on the floor. Return to the start
	
position then do the same with the other foot.
Continue, alternating your feet at an even pace.
Do 2 sets of 10 with each leg.

Too much?
✔	Reduce the number of repetitions and build back up gradually.

Need more?
✔	Increase the number of repetitions.
✔	Add in an arm curl (bending your elbow and bringing your hand
up towards your shoulder) as you step your foot forwards.

	This helps to strengthen the muscles on the front of your

thigh. These are the powerful muscles that help when
you get up from the chair and provide strength to your
knees when you’re walking. Keeping moving for a couple
of minutes will also help improve your circulation and
stamina.
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Leg side taps
Sit tall towards the front of the chair. Holding onto the
sides of the chair, lift one leg out to the side, touching
	
your toe to the floor. Bring it back into the middle, then
repeat with the other leg.
Remember to keep your tummy muscles switched on!
Do 10 taps to each side.

Need more?
✔	Increase the number of side taps until you can do 3 sets of 10.

This helps to strengthen the muscles on the side of your

hip. These muscles are important when you’re walking,
but also when you move your leg sideways, for example
when getting in and out of the car.
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Shoulder rolls
	Sit tall in your chair. Shrug both shoulders up towards
your ears, then move them backwards, squeezing your
shoulder blades together. Then relax them down again.
Make your shoulder movements as big as you can.
Repeat 5 times.

This helps to increase flexibility in your shoulders, which
can help with things like washing your hair. This is also
great for relieving tension and discomfort in your upper
back and neck.
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Upper arm strength
	Keeping your elbows in by your side, lift one hand up
towards your shoulder. Slowly lower your hand back
down again.
Do 10 with each arm.

Need more?
✔	Increase the number of repetitions.
✔ Hold a small weight, such as a small bottle of water.

This helps to strengthen the muscles at the front of your

upper arm (biceps), which help when carrying heavy
objects.
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Pillow press
	Hold a pillow in both hands, close to your chest. Push the
pillow up into the air until your elbows are straight, but
not locked. Lift it as high as you can.
Repeat 10 times.

Need more?
✔	Increase the number of repetitions.
✔ Swap the pillow for a small weight.

This helps to strengthen the muscles at the front of your
shoulder and chest. These muscles are important when
	reaching up, for example to get something from a high
shelf.
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Thigh strength
	Lift one foot up in front of you, until your knee is straight.
Keep your toes pointing upwards.
	Hold for a count of 5, then slowly lower your foot back to
the ground.
Do 10 with each leg.

Too hard?
✔	Reduce the length of time holding the position.
✔	Reduce the number of repetitions, then build back up gradually.

Need more?
✔	Increase to 3 sets of 10.
✔	Add a small ankle weight, then build up the number of repetitions.

This helps to strengthen the muscles on the front of your

thigh. These are the powerful muscles you use to get up
from a chair and provide strength to your knees when
you’re walking.
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Reaching across
	Sit up tall, towards the front of the chair. Reach your right
arm across your body, then stretch across a few inches
further.
	Return to the start position and repeat with the other
arm.
Do 5 in each direction.

Feeling unsteady?
✔	Hold onto the chair with your other hand to improve your
stability.

 his helps to improve flexibility in your upper back,
T
making it easier when you’re reaching for things.
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Sit to stand
	Move towards the front of the chair. Your feet should be
flat on the floor, slightly behind your knees.
	Bring your upper chest forward and, with your hands
on the sides of the chair, push up through your feet and
hands into a standing position.
Repeat 5 times.

Not quite there yet?
✔	Start by lifting your bottom just a small distance, pushing through
your arms.
✔ Make it easier by starting in a higher seat.

Need more?
✔ Rely less on your arms, using the strength in your legs more.
✔ Do more repetitions.

This helps to improve strength in your legs and hips.

This makes it easier to get up from a chair.

Try practising this exercise once every hour.
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